Tellurium Q ® Silver

Silver

Totally uncoloured, acting
as a wide open channel

Silver USB

Product code: SL-USB

Silver Speaker Cable

sounding unforced, vivid and dynamic with
phenomenal resolution, transparency and
natural tonal colours. All this while sounding
extremely analog and coherent, from the
exceptional top end extension to bottom with
finely detailed, seperated bass notes.

Product code: SL-SC

The “Silver” has been designed for those who love detail and
the top end is extraordinarily detailed without any harshness.

The Silver USB boasts the silver family of sound quality and, as
you would expect, is a step forward from the performance of
both the Black and Blue USB.

Silver II speaker cable, builds on the reputation of the original
silver speaker cable bringing more three dimensionality and
precision to your listening experience.
While the “Black range” (Black, Ultra Black and Black Diamond)
could be categorised as neutral/natural the “Silver” would lean
more to neutral, detail and extension. The Silver performance
sits beyond Black for very good reasons that you will hear.

Silver Bi-wire

Product code: SL-LINK

Note: All Tellurium Q Speaker
cables can be Bi-wired by
adding an extra cable during
manufacture.
Banana

“The silvers were just more musical and made
me tap my feet that much harder. I hear musical
instruments that I had not heard before”
“I then listened to the silvers and Wow, what a change.
Not so much as baby step, more quantum leap. The silvers
were just more musical and made me tap my feet that
much harder. I hear musical instruments that I had not heard
before, the separation between the musical instruments and
vocals was that much clearer, the sound of the instruments
that much crisper. Overall it just lifted the system to a new
level - something I was skeptical of before hearing them”.
- Richard Taylor, UK

Spade

The “Silver” has been designed for those who love detail. As
has already been commented on, with the Ultra silver the top
end is extraordinarily detailed without any harshness.
While the “Black range” (Black, Ultra Black and Black Diamond)
could be categorised as neutral/ natural the “Silver” would lean
more to neutral, detail and extension. The Silver performance
sits beyond Black for very good reasons that you will hear.

“This cable seems to be able to justify its price with an air
of quality to the sound which is often missing, even when
spending considerably more than this. Both leads timed
well, but the Silver was exemplary in this area and the effect
this can have on the perceived drive to music makes it well
worth listening to.”
- Hi Fi World
“I truly believe Tellurium has raised the standard of affordable
audio cables”
- Kai Ekholm, Inner Magazine

““Recommended” award for the price / performance ratio.
It just works right and it doesn´t feel bad even with 20 000
GBP setup. The overall transparency, relaxed sound and
naturalness are awesome for this category”
- Daniel Březina, www.hifi-voice.com
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Tellurium Q ® Ultra Silver

Ultra Silver
Totally uncoloured, acting
as a wide open channel

Ultra Silver Speaker Cable

sounding unforced, vivid and dynamic with
phenomenal resolution, transparency and
natural tonal colours. All this while sounding
extremely analog and coherent, from the
exceptional top end extension to bottom with
finely detailed, seperated bass notes.

Product code: US-SC

This cable is distinctive from the Black range by focusing even
more on detail. Whereas the Black range has been described
as natural/neutral, the Ultra Silver is being talked about in terms
of the incredible new level of detail people are hearing, so
neutral/detail would be a good description of their ability.

Ultra Silver XLR
Product code: US-XLR

Taking the qualities of the Graphite interconnect and extending
the detail and top end without any harshness.

Note: All Tellurium Q Speaker
cables can be Bi-wired by
adding an extra cable during
manufacture.
Banana

Spade

Ultra Silver RCA
Product code: US-RCA

Taking the qualities of the Graphite interconnect and extending
the detail and top end without any harshness.

Ultra Silver Waveform™ hf Digital RCA
Product code: US-DRCA

“I am absolutely impressed by the Ultra Silver. It
sounds very clear with crystal pure sound like 3D.
Perfect job!”
“I am absolutely impressed by the Ultra Silver. It sounds very
clear with crystal pure sound like 3D. Perfect job! We’ve
made an experiment: we’ve changed in AC Line-conditioner
power copd Black to Silver Diamond. And it was wow-effect:
OMG it’s like absolutely new more-more expensive system,
fantastic!”
- Dmitry VorobieV, CEO of ATEM, Russia
“The more time you listen to these cables, the better they
make your music sound In fact, you will quickly reach the
point where the thought of going back to your old cables is
too much to bear”.
- Paul Rigby, theaudiophileman.com
“I’m always wary of labelling any piece of equipment as the
best I’ve heard – but it’s hard to escape that conclusion in
the case of the Tellurium Q Ultra Silvers. They really do shine a
new light on the sound – not just in terms of midrange detail
and high-end...
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extension, but also in the way they pull the various strands
together into a coherent whole that times and flows just with
absolute musical coherence.”
- Jon Myles, Hi Fi World
“The top end was clearly beyond what the K2 [Audioquest]
had to offer me and I was really trying to hear something
that presented itself to me which would lead me to believe
that it was a bit over the top, harsh and spitty but it just didn’t
happen. A true increase in perceived bandwidth was shining
through with strings giving small nuances of reverbs that I
hadn’t heard so well articulated before”
- HiFi Pig
“This is a sign that we are dealing with something exceptional
in the audio world and the cables prove to be really unique.”
- Wojciech Pacuła, highfidelity.pl
“Nordost-with-substance”
- Dan Worth, Hifipig.com

The new Ultra Silver Waveform hf design is a big departure from
the original version brings much more in terms of clarity to your
system. Building on a similar performance profile even with
a completely different build structure to the award winning
waveform II, the hf now has increased the shielding and
protection for the digital signal.
Previously Awarded

Ultra Silver Bi-wire
Product code: US-LINK
Connector Options: RCA-BNC/RCA-RCA/BNC-BNC

The “Silver” (Silver and Ultra Silver) has been designed for those
who love detail. As has already been commented on, with the
Ultra Silver the top end is extraordinarily detailed without any
harshness.
While the “Black range” (Black, Ultra Black and Black Diamond)
could be categorised as neutral/natural, the “Silver” would lean
more to neutral, detail and extension. The Silver performance
sits beyond Black for very good reasons that you will hear.
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Tellurium Q ® Ultra Silver
26

Ultra Silver USB
Product code: US-USB

The Ultra Silver USB boasts the silver family of sound quality and,
as you would expect, is a step forward from the performance
of the Black and Silver USB.
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Tellurium Q ® Silver Diamond

Silver Diamond
Totally uncoloured, acting
as a wide open channel

Silver Diamond Speaker Cable

sounding unforced, vivid and dynamic with
phenomenal resolution, transparency and
natural tonal colours. All this while sounding
extremely analog and coherent, from the
exceptional top end extension to bottom with
finely detailed, seperated bass notes.

Product code: SD-SC

he Silver Diamond are the cables that we were not sure could
be made (although we hoped they would be possible).
If you read through the “Our Focus” section on the website,
we talk about the fact that any cable from any manufacturer
is an electronic filter, whether you want it to be or not – that is
just a fact of life. Being a filter, any cable causes relative phase
relationship issues for the signal. We have taken our research
and development that was outlined in “Our Focus” and just
tried to push the concept of a neutral filter as far as we thought
it was possible to give you a highly transparent, natural and
“real” presentation.
So what’s different? Well, compared to the Black Diamond,
which was our award winning multi-product of the year cable,
the Silver Diamond has even better bass definition, improved
detail and a more extended top end (without any harshness)
and something else which people are finding hard to define,
simply because they have not heard it before. As one of the first
people to hear the cable said, there is a “certain rightness” to
the sound and that is because we have got closer to achieving
our goal in cable development and signal transmission than
ever before, and you can hear it. Perhaps an analogy would
be to talk about the Black Diamond as HD image quality,
whereas the Silver Diamond gives you 4K Ultra HD quality with
3D effortlessly thrown in for good measure.

“I am lost for words, beyond belief. They have
turned my listening room into a music hall”
“Thank you very much David for sending the Diamond
Silver’s they are stupendous! I thought the Diamond Blacks
were brilliant but now I’ve heard the Diamond Silvers I never
want to listen with anything else. I am lost for words, beyond
belief. They have turned my listening room into a music hall.
I never thought for one minute they would sound this good!
However anyone can achieve this perfection is beyond me.
I have never heard any other hi-fi product this outstanding!
Thank you”
- Steven Lucas, Norwich
“The added resolution, ‘rightness’ and musical truth they
impart, while besting cables costing far more than their price
point, is your reward for not needing to read specs. “
- Stereo Times
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“If you’re looking for a major jump in your system’s
performance, I’d suggest buying a pair of these instead
of considering a hardware upgrade. Before you write this
advice off to cable delusion, expectation bias, or the recent
Mercury retrograde phase, please take note: I have never
said this inTONE’s 11-year history.

This cable behaves differently to our others, needing a run
through of track three from our System disc to properly embed
it, before listening on a new system even when it is run in –
almost like conditioning the system to make the most of the
cable’s abilities. It may sound a bit strange that a system needs
to be tuned up or put in tune to get the most from this cable,
but the cable is something quite unique as you will hear if you
get the chance to listen to a system using it.

Product code: SD-RCA

The Silver Diamond RCA Interconnects were developed
and designed after the Silver Diamond speaker cable, to
complement and reveal as much of that “world leading”
performance as possible.
Although a relatively new addition to the Tellurium Q cable
family, it has already confirmed it’s position as our reference
interconnect cable and will suit systems where detail and a full
range, natural sound are important.

Silver Diamond Digital XLR
Product code: SD-DXLR

The Silver Diamond Waveform™ II Digital XLR sits right at the
top of all our families of sound in terms of performance. Highly
detailed, incredible range and above all natural. Once you
hear a Silver Diamond XLR you will find it difficult to go back.

We are very proud to have this cable finally crowning our
ranges.

Value is a highly relative subject; cable is nearly always a
hotspot and I admit to being more prejudiced against
spending big money on it, yet the Tellurium Q Silver Diamond
speaker cables deliver more music than anything I’ve yet
experienced. I highly suggest auditioning them the next
time you’re considering spending some money on a system
upgrade.”
- Jeff Dorgay, Tone Audio
“The Silver Diamonds are undoubtedly their best loudspeaker
cable yet. They are totally uncoloured – instead acting as a
wide open channel between amplifier and ‘speakers and
so letting more of the music flow through to let you know
exactly what the rest of the system is doing.”
- Hi Fi World Product of the Year Awards

Silver Diamond RCA

Silver Diamond XLR
Product code: SD-XLR
Note: All Tellurium Q Speaker
cables can be Bi-wired by
adding an extra cable during
manufacture.
Banana

Spade

The Silver Diamond XLR sits right at the top of all our families
of sound in terms of performance. Highly detailed, incredible
range and above all natural. Once you hear a Silver Diamond
XLR you will find it difficult to go back.

“Changes mindsets....Glorious musicality incredible price”
- Salvador Dangla, AV premium
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Tellurium Q ® Silver Diamond

Silver Diamond Bi-wire

Silver Diamond Digital Streaming

I think you`ll be surprised at the unlocked sonic potential of your
speakers.

Pushing the performance of the Black Diamond Digital
Streaming cable, the Silver Diamond gives an audibly better
performance (as you would expect).

Product code: SD-LINK

Product code: SD-DS

Silver Diamond Waveform™ hf RCA
Product code: SD-DRCA

Upon inserting the Silver Diamond RCA digital cable the answer
became immediately obvious: a resounding yes. Just when I
thought the limits were reached – the Silver Diamond went
further! In particular the extension at the extremes was even
better and the openness of the midrange spectrum helped to
cast an even more believable sonic picture. The vocals were
sensationally immediate and alive sounding; the human touch
was highly authentic. The bass spectrum gained in punch and
control and the instruments had even more body and thus
seemed even more realistic. The uppermost octaves seemed
even more open and limitless in their extension with the Silver
Diamond and this in turn gave even more airy presentation of
various recording venues.”
This sums up the Silver Diamond Waveform HF too.
Previously Awarded

Connector Options: RCA-BNC/RCA-RCA/BNC-BNC
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